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• A proximity detection method based on the transfer of neighbor relation is proposed.
• The method takes beacon signals as a reference of neighbor discovery.
• The users whose nearby reference lists have a common item are neighbors.
• Two ways of transmitting signals of beacon nodes are proposed.
• The energy loss and the rate of signal coverage should be well controlled.
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a b s t r a c t

With the popularity of mobile social network, proximity detection has become a fundamental service. For
the traditional proximity detection methods, users need to upload their locations to a location server so
that they can find their neighbors by calculating relative distances among them. It will cause significant
privacy concerns when the location server is an untrusted one. To solve this problem, we propose a
proximity detectionmethodwhich is based on the transfer of neighbor relation. Specifically, each request
user in our paper only needs to submit a nearby reference list to the social network server (SNS). After
that, the SNS searches the neighbors of the request user by judging whether their nearby reference lists
have a common item. Moreover, we present two mechanisms to determine the ways of transmitting
signals of beacon nodes, i.e., BeaconNode RotatingMechanismandBeaconNode CompetitionMechanism,
respectively. Besides, we experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed
method.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Driven by the rapid development of mobile Internet and so-
cial networks [1], the representatives of the social network sites
like Facebook [2] and Twitter [3,4] grow fast. And the number of
users is growing at an alarming rate. Nowadays, more and more
users use the proximity detection service such as ‘‘people in the
vicinity’’, ‘‘nearby restaurants’’, which make the proximity detec-
tion becomes a basic service in mobile social network. The tradi-
tional proximity detection methods require users to submit their
location information to the location server in order to find their
neighbors. This approach is unsafe when the location server is an
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untrusted one. For instance, if the location server has security vul-
nerability or the insider abuses users’ location information, the lo-
cation privacy of users will be disclosed.

In order to solve the problems of traditional proximity detection
methods, we propose a novel privacy-preserving proximity
detection method. Specifically, instead of using users’ locations to
find their neighbors, the proposed method takes beacon signals as
a reference of neighbor discovery. More specifically, users can find
their neighbors by determining whether users’ nearby reference
lists have a common item. In addition, we also present two
distributed mechanisms – Beacon Node Rotating Mechanism and
Beacon Node Competition Mechanism – to determine the ways of
transmitting signals of beacon nodes. Specifically, in the presented
mechanisms, each mobile user upgrades and services as a beacon
node. For facilitating other users to find their neighbors, these
beacon nodes send beacon signals (i.e., the references) periodically.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
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(1) We propose a novel proximity detection method which is
based on the transfer of neighbor relation. The SNS searches
the neighbors of request user by judging whether their nearby
reference lists have a common item.

(2) We present two mechanisms, i.e., Beacon Node Rotating
Mechanism and Beacon Node Competition Mechanism, to
determine the ways of transmitting signals of beacon nodes.
Specifically, each mobile user in these mechanisms acts as a
beacon node and periodically sends out a beacon signal as a
neighbor discovery reference to other users.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are
reviewed in the next section. In Section 3, we present the overall
scheme and the principle of the new proximity detection method.
Besides, we also introduce the detailed process of algorithm
to quickly match nearby reference lists. Moreover, the Beacon
Rotating Mechanism and Beacon Node Competition Mechanism
are the two methods for mobile users to send a beacon signal. We
also introduce the process of these two mechanisms, respectively.
The security analysis and discussions are presented in Section 4.
The experimental results are presented in Section 5. Section 6
concludes this paper and presents the future work.

2. Related work

2.1. Location privacy protection method in LBS

In recent years, the main techniques to preserve location
privacy in Location Based Services (LBS) are as follows.

Beresford in [5] proposed a conception of ‘‘Mix Zone’’ to hide all
users’ locations. Specifically, users in the mix zone have no need
to communicate with each other. More specifically, when a user
enters a mix zone, he changes his pseudonym and then gets out
the mix zone. It is difficult for LBS to know who the user is when
the user obtains a new pseudonym and goes out of the mix zone.

Gruteser et al. [6] first introduced k-anonymity into location
privacy. It meets location k-anonymity when the location of a
mobile user cannot be distinguished from other k − 1 users.
This method protects the location privacy by sending a minimum
cloaking region which contains at least k users to the LBS instead
of sending a single user’s exact location. In this method, a trusted
third-party is employed to generate these minimum cloaking
regions through collecting the locations of different mobile users.

Spatial cloaking method can be employed to reduce the
accuracy of location information and protect location privacy. For
example, Ardagna presented a typical spatial cloaking method
in [7]: the user sends a circle region to LBS instead of an exact
location. However, due to the reason that the LBS cannot obtain
the exact locations of users, its service quality will decrease.

The abovemethods are ineffective in themobile social network.
For instance, an attacker can obtain the location information
or non-location information of users through the variety ways.
Taking advantage of this information, the attacker can directly or
indirectly reconstruct the location privacy of those users.

2.2. The proximity detection method

In order to provide proximity detection service onmobile social
networkwithout exposing user’s location information, researchers
have proposed numerous solutions. To the best of our knowledge,
they can be categorized in fourmain classes: grid dividing, location
tags, location anonymity and encryption method.

(1) The proximity detection based on grid dividing
In 2009, Šikšnys et al. in [8] proposed a method ‘‘grid-and-

hashing’’, which divides space into a uniform grid unit (cell), and
the ID of unit that each user located in has irreversibly hashed

before sending them to the location server. In this manner, the
server cannot get any location information about users when it
is detecting proximity. However, due to the division of grid is
pre-specified, this method exists false negative results, namely
although twomobile users are close to each other, they are divided
into different cells. As a result, they generate different hash values
and submit the values to the server. For this reason, a ‘‘grid overlay’’
technology was designed in [9]; each user has a corresponding
hash vector by using a series of interlocking grids. It indicates
that two users are neighbors if they have a same hash result in a
particular vector dimension. In this method, the layout and placing
of grid will have a significant impact on reducing false negative
rate. Vicinity Locator, is addressed in [10], makes users specify
their areas of interest named ‘‘vicinity region’’. This region can
be flexibly changed on the fly. One user’s friends are the user’s
neighbors only when they are in the region. In [11], this ‘‘vicinity
region’’ is centered on the false location generated by using
differential privacy techniques, which can avoid location exposure.

Zhuo et al. [12] presented another proximity detection based on
grid dividing. Each user can define his privacy region and two users
are neighbors onlywhen their privacy regions have an intersection.
Moreover, this method supports users to verify the correctness of
proximity test results from the server.

(2) The proximity detection based on location tags
Refs. [13–15] proposed proximity detection methods based

on location tags. The spatial–temporal location tags, which are
constructed from radio signals captured in a device’s surrounding
environment, such as WiFi and LTE signals. An attacker cannot
forge a location tag if she is not at the corresponding location
and time, due to the high freshness (entropy) and spatial variety
of environmental signals. The location tags can resist location
cheating for malicious users, but there exist some difficulties to
construct a suitable location tag.

(3) The proximity detection based on location anonymity
Location anonymity is a location privacy protection method of

most proximity detections adopted. Ruppel et al. [16] applied a
distance-preserving mapping to transform the user’s location q
into a location q′. After the transformation, a centralized proximity
detection method is presented to detect the proximity among the
transformed locations. Nevertheless, Liu et al. in [17] pointed out
that such distance preserving mapping is not secure. An outside
attacker can easily derive the secret mapping function and recover
the original location of users. Hide & Crypt is a privacy-preserving
method to achieve proximity detection by taking a filter-and-
refine two-phase procedure [18]. In the first phase of [18], all users
cloak their locations before sending them to the server. In the
second phase, the server computes the minimum and maximum
distances between these cloaking regions. The server classifies
users’ friends being in, not-in, or possibly-in proximity according
to the specified thresholds and the computed distances.

(4) The proximity detection based on encryption method
Currently,many privacy-preserving proximity detections based

on encryption have been presented. For example, Refs. [19,20]
presented a proximity detection method based on homomorphic
encryption, respectively. According to the characteristics of
homomorphic encryption, the user sends location ciphertexts to
the request user. The distance between them can be computed
homomorphically without exposing the location of the user.

The above methods can protect the users’ location privacy, but
there exists some problem, for example, the implementation of
encryption method is expensive and the construction of location
tag is difficult. Unlike these methods, our new method is simple
and effective. It only needs to match the nearby reference lists
of request users. Namely, users in our method can find their
neighbors without using the location information of them.
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Table 1
Symbol definition.

Symbol Definition

hop The farthest neighbor hop
uid The user’s identify
Ni The i-hop neighbor list of user
NBs The user’s nearby reference list
NBs (U) The nearby reference list of user U
USERs(Be) The nearby user list of the beacon
Ni (U) The i-hop neighbor list of user U

3. The privacy-preserving proximity detection method

3.1. Preliminaries

Definition 1 (String Hash Function BKDRhash). BKDRhash function
is a hash function for string handling which is the most prominent
in practical effects and coding implementations. In this paper,
we adopt BKDRhash function and the chain addressing hash to
construct the hash table. The pseudo-code of BKDRhash function
is as follows:

In BKDRhash function, each key represents a string of MAC
address, which serves as a keyword to create hash table.

Definition 2 (Symbol Definition). Some symbol definitions are
shown in Table 1.

If U is the set of users, Ni (U) represents the i-hop neighbor lists
of all users in U.

3.2. The model of privacy and threat

In traditional proximity detection methods, users need to
upload their locations to a location server so that they can find their
neighbors by calculating relative distances among them. However,
the locations of mobile users not only contain massive personal
privacy information, but also can infer other sensitive information,
such as interests, hobbies and health condition. Itwill cause serious
privacy threaten if an adversary obtains locations of users.

Therefore, if the SNS is untrusted one, it can be compromised
and controlled by an adversary who desires to steal users’
locations. Moreover, we think mobile users are ‘‘honest but
curious’’. Theywill follow the proposed protocol andwant to know
more information about other users’ locations.

Our privacy security goal is to prevent the SNS from obtaining
locations of mobile users. Furthermore, users can only get
information about nearby users, not other extra information.

3.3. The principle of proposed method

We assume that mobile users can search for nearby beacon sig-
nals in the mobile social network. Each beacon can be identified
by its ID. Motivated by this assumption, we propose a proximity
detection method based on the transfer of neighbor relation. The
method takes beacon signals as the references of neighbor discov-
ery for mobile users, and users can find neighbors by determining

Fig. 1. Principle of proximity detection method.

Fig. 2. The multi-hop mechanism.

whether the users’ nearby reference lists have a common item. As
show in Fig. 1, both U1 and U2 can receive beacon signals sent by A.
Therefore, both of them have A’s ID in their nearby reference lists.
Since U1 and U2 have a common beacon item, they can be labeled
as neighbors.

In general, the nearby reference lists of users have a common
item when users are in the same beacon’s signal coverage, so
they are neighbors. However, since the signal coverage of a single
beacon node is limited, most of mobile nodes cannot find farther
neighbors outside the coverage area.

Thus, we propose amulti-hopmechanism to expand the search
scope of neighbors. As shown in Fig. 2, the U1 and U2 are neighbors
because their nearby reference lists exist intersection, namely U1
and U2 are one-hop neighbors with each other;With the help of U2
who has other neighbor U3 in beacon node B’s signal coverage, U1
can search out his two-hop neighbor U3. Through this way, we can
easily expand the search scope of neighbors.

The principle of proximity detection algorithm can be formally
described as follow:

Definition 3. Let NBs (U) = {Be1, Be2, . . . , Ben}; then through the
iterative way, we can get the x-hop neighbors by using (1).

Nx (U) = ∪Bex∈NBs(Nx−1(U)) USERs(Bex). (1)

Proof. Let NBs (U) = {Be1, Be2, . . . , Ben}; the each hop neighbors
of user U is show follow:

N0(U) = U;
N1(U) = ∪Be1∈NBs(N0(U)) USERs(Be1) = ∪Be1∈NBs (U) USERs(Be1);
......
Ni (U) = ∪Bei∈NBs(Ni−1(U)) USERs(Bei);
Therefore, we can get the n-hop neighbors as:

Nn (U) = ∪Ben∈NBs(Nn−1(U)) USERs(Ben).

3.4. System framework of the proposed approach

The system framework is shown in Fig. 3. When a user requests
proximity detection services, the user’s nearby reference lists will
also be sent to the SNS. After receiving the request, the SNS
matches this nearby reference list with other request users’ nearby
reference lists. If there is a common item in two users’ nearby
reference lists, these two users are neighbors. The SNS finds out
all the neighbors in this manner, and the final results are returned
to users.
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Fig. 3. System framework.

3.5. Neighbors quick search method

(1) The overview of matching algorithm
For the SNS, the simplest method to find neighbors is to

compare nearby reference lists one by one. If nearby reference lists
of two users have a common item, they will be neighbors. But with
the number of users n increases, the matching number n(n − 1)/2
will be increasing, which will leads to the degradation of service
quality.

To address this problem, this paper presents a dynamic hash
matching algorithm, which is shown in Fig. 4. First, the SNS
needs to create two hash table, namely User–Beacon table and
Beacon–User table. Both of them store users’ nearby reference lists
and beacons’ users, respectively.

When the SNS receives the user’s query message, it first
traversals nearby reference list term by term and uses the beacon’s
ID to generate corresponding hash value Key through the function
BKDRhash; then it accesses the Beacon–User table according to
the hash value Key; if the result is null, it can prove that this
beacon is a new neighbor discovery reference and need to insert
to the Beacon–User table; otherwise, the result will be joined to
the neighbor list. After that, the SNS needs to judge whether the
farthest neighbor hop hop is greater than one; if not, it stops
searching and returns the neighbor list to user; if it is true, the
SNS accesses the User–Beacon table by using the previous hop
neighbors’ IDs to generate corresponding hash values, which can
get nearby reference lists of previous hop neighbors. After that,
the SNS recalculates the hash values Keys according to these
nearby reference lists and accesses the Beacon–User table again.
The results except previous hop neighbors will be joined to the
neighbor list, which are the user’s next hop neighbors. At the same
time, the value of hop minus one. The above iterative process will
be continuous until the hop is less one.

(2) The storage structure of hash tables
The SNS utilizes hash table to store users’ nearby reference

lists, named User–Beacon table. By combining each user’s ID and
BKDRhash, the SNS can generate a hash value Key. Then, the SNS
stores each user’s nearby reference list in corresponding storage
space depends on the value of Key. The storage structure of
User–Beacon table is shown in Fig. 5.

The Beacon–User Table is also created by hash table. Each
beacon’s ID in user’s nearby reference list is a keyword to
generate a hash value Key. The SNS stores each beacon’s nearby
users (i.e., the users who can receive this beacon’s signal) in
corresponding storage space according to the value of Key. The
storage structure of Beacon–User table is shown in Fig. 5. If the
beacon item has already in Beacon–User table and the current user
does not exist under this beacon item, the user will be added into
this item; if the beacon item is not in the hash table, the server
create a new beacon item in the hash table. The users under each
beacon item are neighbors.

(3) One-hop matching algorithm
When the SNS searches one-hop neighbors, it accesses the

Beacon–User table to obtain the neighbors by calculating the hash
values according to the request user’s nearby reference list. The
specific neighbor discovery process is shown in Algorithm 1.

As shown in Fig. 5, the user U1 can search for nearby P1,
therefore, he or she uses P1 as a neighbor discovery reference to
send a query message to the SNS; the server calculates the hash
value Key (P1) and finds P1’s neighbor list is {U1,U2,U3} according
to the Beacon–User table, and then takes {U2,U3} as a result back
to U1.

(4)Multi-hop matching algorithm
When the value of hop is greater than one, the SNS needs to

search multi-hop neighbors. At the beginning, the server needs
to find nearby reference lists of the previous hop neighbors from
User–Beacon table. Then, according to these nearby reference lists,
the server accesses the Beacon–User table to get the hop-hop
neighbors. The specific process is shown in Algorithm 2:

As shown in Fig. 5, assume that the farthest neighbor hop hop of
request user U1 is 2, then the server obtains the one-hop neighbor
list {U2,U3} by the one-hop matching algorithm. After that, the
server gets the one-hop neighbors’ nearby reference list {P1, P2}

finding both P1 and P2’s one-hop neighbor list {U1,U2,U3,U4,U5}

in Beacon–User table according to the hash value Key (P1) and Key
(P2); Finally, the server returns {U2,U3,U4,U5} as the result to U1.

(5) The calculating of neighbor distance
In the above steps, we can calculate the Hop distance among

mobile users. However, the Euclidean distance between each
two users is necessary to calculate in the proximity detection.
Therefore, here we mainly discuss how to transform the Hop
distance to Euclidean distance. In the presented method, the
distance between two users can be divided into the addition of
multiple Euclidean distances, which is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4. The flow chart of matching algorithm.

Fig. 5. The storage structure of hash tables.

For example, the distance between user U1 and his neighbors U2
is consisting of ud1, ud2 and the addition of pd1 to pdn−1, namely the
distance of them can be computed by formula (2).

dis = ud1 +

n−1
i=1

pdi + ud2. (2)

(1) The calculating of the User–Beacon distance
Since each user can receive surrounding beacon signals, the

distance between the user and beacon can be calculated by the
wireless signal propagation attenuationmodel. The stronger of the

received signal, the smaller of the distance between the user and
the beacon, and the greater of the distance conversely. Therefore,
we use the Shannon-logarithmic model to calculate the distance,
which is shown in formula (3):

PL (dB) = PL (d0) (dB) + 10γ log10


d
d0


+ Xσ (dB) (3)

where, the d represents the distance between the receiver (i.e. the
user) and transmitter (i.e. the beacon), the d0 is the reference
distance, which is fixed as a constant 1 m, the PL indicates
the receive signal power of the receiver, the Xσ is the normal
random variable of the standard deviation, the γ is the path loss
exponent and represents the rate of path loss with the growth
of distance, which depends on the ambient and building types.
In open environment, the value of γ is 2. Therefore, the distance
between the user and beacon can be calculated by using formula
(4):

d = d010
PL(dB)−PL(d0)

10γ . (4)

(2) The calculating of the Beacon–Beacon distance
As shown in Fig. 7, if the signal intersection area of two beacons

is larger, the distance between two beacons will be smaller.
Suppose the mobile users span evenly in the signal coverage area
of a beacon, and then both the area and the number of mobile
users covered by a beacon have a linear relationship. If the signal
intersection area of two beacons is larger, the number of users in
this area will also be larger. Therefore, the distance of two beacons

Fig. 6. The calculating of neighbor distance.
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Fig. 7. The calculating of Beacon–Beacon distance.

Fig. 8. The function figure of the Poisson formula.

can be divided into three levels according to the number of the user
n, which is shown as follow:n < τ1 : 90 m

τ1 < n < τ2 : 60 m
n > τ2 : 30 m

where, the τ1 and τ2 are two thresholds of n and they meet 0 <
τ1 < τ2. When n < τ1, the distance of two beacons is 90 m; when
τ1 < n < τ2, the distance is 60 m and the distance is 30 m when
n > τ2.

For the suitable values of τ1 and τ2, we use the Poisson formula
(5) (6) to analyze these two parameters by changing the distance
of two beacons under the different density of mobile users. The
Poisson formulas are shown as follows:

pw = p (|n| > τ) = 1 −

τ
i=0

(pb × A)i

i!
e−(pb×A) (5)

A = 2

r2 arccos


d
r


− d


(r2 − d2)


(6)

where, the r is the radius of a beacon’s signal coverage, the pb is the
density of themobile user,A is the intersection area of twobeacons’
signal coverage, the pw is the probability that n (the number of the
user in A) greater than τ .

The Fig. 8 is the function figure of the Poisson formula. From
the figure, we can see that when the value of d is increasing, the pw

increases and the pw decreases when the value of τ is increasing.
Therefore, we can get the desired value of τ by setting the proper
value of pw and d. For instance,we think the pw ≥ 0.9willmeet our
needs, then when d = 50m, we can set τ = 55 or when d = 70m,
the τ = 27.

Here, we set the pb equals 0.005 and 0.01, respectively and the
value of d equals 30 m, 60 m and 90 m, respectively. Moreover,
we think when pw ≥ 0.9, the value of τ is the best one. The final
results are shown in Fig. 9. From the Fig. 9(a),we can find thatwhen
pw ≥ 0.9, we can set τ1 = 2 and τ2 = 35 while from the Fig. 9(b),
we can see that when pw ≥ 0.9, we can set τ1 = 10 and τ2 = 75.
Thus, we can get the conclusion that the values of τ1 and τ2 are
different when the density of mobile users changes.

(6) The value of TTL
Since the user has the mobility (i.e., its positional relationship

with the beacon is dynamic), all users’ neighbor relationship is
dynamic. Therefore, each user in Beacon–User table needs to have
a survival time—TTL. When the user’s survival time TTL changes
into zero, the server automatically removes the user out the
Beacon–User table, and also deletes the user’s nearby reference list
from the User–Beacon table.

However, the user’s survival time TTL will make the correct
rate of searching neighbors decreased. For example, the user A has
already moved out the beacon node Q’s signal coverage before his
or her survival time come to zero. Due to the TTL, A is considered
still in the Q’s signal coverage. In the meanwhile, if the new user
B’s nearby reference list contains the item of beacon node Q, A will
be the B’s neighbor.

In this paper, the correct rate of searching neighbors can be
calculated by the formula Pa =

Nearbytrue
Nearbytotal

× 100%, where the
Nearbytrue represents the number of each user’s true neighbors,
the Nearbytotal represents the number of searched neighbors.
Therefore, the 1 − Pa is the error rate of searching neighbors.

In order to solve this problem,we need to select a suitable value
for the user’s survival time TTL. There are two factors can affect the
value of TTL: the signal coverage of the beacon and the speed of
the user. In generally, if the range of the beacon’s signal coverage
is larger, the value of TTL is also bigger. However, this factor not
only depends on the beacon itself, but also can be affected by the
obstacle, so we only consider the other factor in this paper. If the
speed of the user is faster, the time a user stay in a beacon’s signal

(a) The values of pw with different values of dwhen Pb = 0.005. (b) The values of pw with different values of dwhen Pb = 0.01.

Fig. 9. The best values of τ1 and τ2 .
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Fig. 10. The range of TTL value.

Fig. 11. The principle of signal transmission mechanisms of beacon nodes.

coverage is shorter, namely the value of TTL is smaller. Therefore,
the value of TTL can be calculated theoretically by using (7):

TTL =
dr

vmax
(7)

where, the dr is the distance between the user and signal boundary
of the beacon, like the Fig. 10 shown; the Vmax is the maximum
speed of user.

3.6. The signal transmission mechanisms of beacon nodes

In our proximity detection method, the mobile device (mobile
user) can act as a beaconnode, as shown in Fig. 11. Eachmobile user
upgrades to be a beacon node (the wireless network adapter has
three modes: master, monitor andmanaged. Themaster mode can
make the mobile device become a wireless access point, namely it
can act as a beacon node and theMAC address of themobile device
is its ID) and periodically sends a beacon signal. Then other users
can find neighbors by making use of the beacon signals (i.e., the
references). The SNS discovers neighbor relations among users
by determining whether their nearby reference lists (the mobile
device of each request user is also a beacon node, so every list
should include the beacon node’s ID of request user himself) have
a common item.

Moreover, we have proposed two novel mechanisms – Beacon
Node Rotating Mechanism and Beacon Node Competition Mecha-
nism – to determine themanners of transmitting signals of beacon
nodes (mobile users).

(1) Beacon node rotating algorithm
In this algorithm, the time of each beacon node transmits signal

is fixed. However, the value of waiting time is calculated by the
follow algorithm:

(1) Determine the surrounding node degree K . Assume the
number of nodes located near one beacon node is Nu, then the
surrounding node degree of this beacon node needs to satisfy
K = ⌈log _2(Nu + 1)⌉.

(2) The beacon node selects an integer r randomly, where r ∈

{0, 1 . . . 2K
− 1}.

(3) According to the value of r , one can calculate waiting time
T = r ∗ t (t is the minimum waiting time).

Nevertheless, the waiting time of transmitting signal depends
on the surrounding node density varies. If the density of
surrounding nodes is higher, the value ofK is bigger. Then the value
range of the integer r will be larger, whichmakes each beacon node
has a higher probability to choose the bigger one and the waiting
time of each beacon node will become longer. Finally, the time for
each beacon node to transmit signal will be reduced. Namely the
number of beacon nodes will be smaller.

In Beacon Node Rotating algorithm, each beacon node initially
has two states:

(1) Each beacon node monitors whether there exists signals from
other beacon nodes; if it is true, the beacon node changes into
the waiting state. Until the waiting time is 0, the beacon node
comes to transmit signal state;

(2) If the beacon node cannot receive signal sent from other
beacon nodes, then it immediately transmits signals when the
time of transmitting signal becomes zero, the beacon node
changes into waiting state and calculates the waiting time
according to the above algorithm.

After the initial state is determined, the state of each beacon
node is transformed between the transmitting state and waiting
state, alternately.

(2) Beacon node competition mechanism
This mechanism is based on the P-CSMA [21] algorithm. The P-

CSMA algorithm is mainly focus on avoiding ‘‘collision’’, but our
goal is to decline the energy loss by reducing the number of beacon
nodes as much as possible when we detect proximity. Therefore,
the mechanism is as follows:

(1) Each beacon node monitors whether there exists signals from
other beacon nodes; If not, each beacon node transmits signal
with a probability of P (to wait a unit time t1 with a probability
1− P), and the time of each beacon node transmits signal is t2;

(2) After waiting a unit time, the beacon node comes back to the
step 1.

(3) If it is true, the beacon node keeps monitoring until it does not
receive any signals from other beacon nodes.

Furthermore, the probability P is computed as follows:

P =
Efinal
L × C

× ε (8)

where, the Efinal represents the final energy of the beacon node;
the L represents the number of surrounding beacon nodes;
the C represents the times of transmitting signals; the ε is
a weighted coefficient, which ensures the value of P meets
0 < P < 1.

When a beacon node does not receive any signals, it calculates
the value of P by using (8); if P is greater than the threshold Th,
the beacon node can transmit signals, which is used as a reference
for others to find neighbors. From (8), we also can conclude: if
the value of Efinal is greater and both of the L and C are less,
the probability of transmitting signals is greater. Therefore, this
method can save energy resources and be effective to achieve
the load balance of system energy. However, compared with the
beacon rotating algorithm, the signal coverage of this algorithm is
lower.

4. Security analysis and discussions

4.1. Security analysis

The top priority of our design is to prevent the SNS from
obtaining locations of mobile users. Furthermore, users can only
get information about nearby users without extra information. As
a result, the security analysis is discussed based on this priority.
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Table 2
Privacy-preserving proximity detection methods.

Solutions Security principle System structure Threat object Security level System overhead

Friend-locator [8]
Ref. [9]
Vicinity locator [10]
Ref. [11]

Grid dividing Centralization Server 1. Protect location privacy of
users from server;
2. Cannot resist collusion
attack.

Large communication and
computation overhead;

InnerCircle [18] Homomorphic encryption Distribution Users Protect location privacy among
users;

Expensive cost of
encryption method;

Ref. [12] Locationtag Distribution Users 1. Protect location privacy
among users;
2. Can resist location cheating.

Large communication
overhead;

Ref. [13]
Ref. [14]

Centralization Server, Users 1. Protect location privacy
among users;
2. Resist location cheating;
3. Cannot resist collusion
attack.

Hide & Crypt [17] Location cloaking Centralization Server Protect location privacy of
users from server;

Ref. [15] Coordinate transformation 1. Protect location privacy of
users from server;
2. Cannot resist collusion
attack.

Large computation
overhead;

Our method The transfer of neighbor
relation

Centralization Server 1. Protect location privacy of
users from server;
2. Cannot resist collusion
attack.

Here, when users search neighbors, they send nearby reference
lists instead of their locations to the SNS. Moreover, since users
have the mobility, namely their positional relationship with the
beacon is dynamic. Therefore, all users’ neighbor relationship is
dynamic. Although the SNS can obtain the ID of each beacon, even
get some extra information about beacons from other ways, it still
cannot infer location information of users from these information.

Nowadays, many Location-based services adopt Wifi (AP)
to achieve locating, which make the malicious user can cheat
locations by forging corresponding AP [22]. In our method, due to
themobility of users, mobile devices act as beacon nodes also have
the mobility, namely beacon nodes cannot be mapped into the
specific environment. Therefore, themalicious user cannot achieve
location cheating. For users, they only can get information about
nearby users from their mobile devices without other information.

Unfortunately, our method cannot resist collusion attack. If a
malicious user colludes with the SNS, he will send his location and
nearby reference list to SNS. It will cause location exposure if there
exist some users whose nearby reference lists have a common
itemwithmalicious user’s one. However, this collusion attack only
exposes locations of users who are nearbywithmalicious user. The
SNS still cannot obtain all users’ locations.What is more, according
to the above analysis,we can knowpositional relationships of users
with beacons are dynamic, so the SNS may not be able to get the
correct location information of users.

4.2. Discussions

As shown in Table 2, recently, researchers have proposed many
privacy-preserving proximity detectionmethods. According to the
system structure, these methods can be divided into centralized
and distributed structure.

For methods of centralized structure, their mainly threat object
is server, namely the server cannot get locations of users. From
the table, we can find that most of methods about centralized
structure, including our method, cannot resist collusion attack.
For example, for the methods adopted grid dividing, they request
all users to share a common grid. Once a malicious user collude
with the server, the server can know the way of dividing grid
and maps each cell ID of grid into the location of each user.

There is a common problem with the methods of coordinate
transformation. All users need to share a common secret key and
coordinate transformation function. By taking the collusion attack,
the server can obtain locations of all users by using the secret key
and coordinate transformation function. For these methods, the
influence of the collusion is global. However, compared with these
methods, though our method cannot resist the collusion attack
either, its influence is regional. In other words, only those users
who are close to the malicious user will expose their locations.
Moreover, since the positional relationships of users with beacons
are dynamic, the server may not be able to get the correct location
information of users. Therefore, under the collusion attack, our
method is safer than others.

For methods of distributed structure, their privacy guarantee
mostly depends on encryption schemes. However, most encryp-
tion schemes cost expensively and their implements are difficult
and complicated.

Therefore, our method is simple and effective compared with
existing methods. For users, they only need to send nearby
reference lists to the SNS; for the SNS, it can find neighbors by
judging whether these lists have a common item. Moreover, the
mobility of users has immensely improved the security of our
method, so our method can protect location privacy of users.

5. Experiment

We have implemented an experimental system based on
the presented method in Section 3. Specifically, the client is
implemented in JAVA on an ANDROID 3.0 smartphone. The SNS
is deployed on a third-party cloud hosting services, provided by
the AliCloud. The interface of APP succeeds to find neighbors is
shown in Fig. 12. Moreover, we also experimentally analyze some
important parameters in our method, which can guarantee the
effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method.

5.1. Experimental analysis of TTL value

In order to obtain the suitable value of TTL, we have already
measured that one beacon’s signal coverage is about 100 m.
During the experiment, we research the correct rate of searching
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Fig. 12. The example of neighbor discovery on APP.

neighbors by changing the value of TTL under the different ranges
of mobile speed. The result is shown in Fig. 13 and we can find that
with the increasing of TTL, the correct rate of searching neighbors
is declined and the error rate is raised. When both of rates have an
intersection point, this point is the proper value of TLL.

Through this experiment method, we can obtain proper values
of TTL on different ranges of speed. At the same time, we have
compared this result with the result calculated by using formula

Fig. 14. The value of TTL in experiment or theoretical result.

(7), like the Fig. 14 shown. The experiment result is close to the
theoretical one.

5.2. Beacon nodes rotating algorithm

As we know, the more beacon nodes exist, the more signals
mobile users can receive. However, if the number of beacon nodes
increases, more energies will be consumed by this algorithm.
Therefore, in order to get the suitable time of transmitting signals
(i.e., the number of beacon nodes), we research the rate of signal

(a) The range of mobile speed is 2–4 m/s. (b) The range of mobile speed is 4–6 m/s.

(c) The range of mobile speed is 6–8 m/s. (d) The range of mobile speed is 8–10 m/s.

Fig. 13. The suitable values of TTL on different ranges of mobile speed.
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Fig. 15. The rate of signal coverage with different values of mobile node.

coverage by changing the time of transmitting signals,which under
the different number ofmobile users. The result is shown in Fig. 15.
When the time of transmitting signals T is greater than 30 s,
the rate of signal coverage is close to 100%, but the number of
beacon nodes is still increasing, as shown in Fig. 16. The rate of
beacon nodes can be calculated by the formula Pb =

NBeacon
MNtotal

where
the NBeacon represents the number of beacon nodes, the MNtotal
represent the all of the mobile users. Therefore, the best value
range for the time of transmitting signals is 30–40 s.

For the purpose of verifying the validity of the above
experimental result, the rate of signal coverage by changing the
number of mobile nodes is researched again. This time, we choose
the time of transmitting signals is 30 s. Fig. 17 shows the final
result. We can discover that the rate of signal coverage has
remained above 96%, and with the increase of the number of
mobile users, the number of beacon nodes is less. So, the 30–40 s
is the suitable value range for the time of transmitting signals.

5.3. Beacon node competition algorithm

The same to the Beacon Node Rotating method, this method
needs to analyze these two important factors: the signal coverage
and energy loss. But comparedwith BeaconNode Rotatingmethod,
this method not only needs to get a suitable time for transmitting
signals, but also needs to obtain a proper value of P (threshold
Th). So, we research the rate of signal coverage by changing the
time of transmitting signals and the value of P respectively, which

Fig. 16. The number of beacon nodes with different values of mobile node.

Fig. 17. The experiment result with the time of transmitting signals is 30 s.

under the different number of mobile users. The result is shown
in Figs. 18–19. From the result, we can conclude that when the
value of P is between 0.1–0.5 and the time of transmitting signals
T is 40 s or more, the rate of signal coverage comes to a large
value. At this time, the number of beacon node should be as small
as possible. Therefore, we think that the best value range for the
time of transmitting signals and the P are 30–40 s and 0.4–0.5,
respectively.

In order to test the correctness of the above experimental
results, we research the rate of signal coverage again by changing

(a) The rate of signal coverage in different value of P and T . (b) The rate of beacon node in different value of P and T .

Fig. 18. The result on the number of mobile node N = 50.
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(a) The rate of signal coverage in different value of P and T . (b) The rate of beacon nodes in different value of P and T .

Fig. 19. The result on the number of mobile node N = 100.

Fig. 20. The rate of signal coverage when T = 40 s and P = 0.5.

the number of mobile users. In this scenario, we choose the time
of transmitting signals is 40 s and the value of P is 0.5. Fig. 20
shows the final result. We can find that the rate of signal coverage
has remained above 95%, and with the increase of the number of
mobile users, the number of beacon nodes is less. So, both the
30–40 s and 0.4–0.5 are the suitable value ranges for the time of
transmitting signals and the P , respectively.

5.4. The comparative analysis of two mechanisms

We have compared these two mechanisms in both signal
coverage and energy loss. The Fig. 21 is the rate of signal coverage
of these two mechanisms under the different number of mobile
nodes. In this experiment, both of them set the time of transmitting
signals are 30 s. From the figure, we can conclude that compared
with the Beacon Node Rotating mechanism, the beacon node
competing mechanism has a lower rate of signal coverage when
the energy losses of them are the same.

For our proximity detection can be feasible, there must have
a high rate of signal coverage. So, the beacon node competing
mechanism needs to increase the time of transmitting signals to
ensure high signal coverage. The compared results of these two
mechanisms are shown in Fig. 22 (when they get a suitable value
of transmitting signals or P). We can discover that the beacon
node competingmechanism hasmore energy loss than the Beacon
Node Rotating mechanism when they have a close rate of signal
coverage.

Fig. 21. The rates of signal coverage of two mechanisms when T = 30 s.

6. Conclusions

In order to overcome the disadvantages of traditional proximity
detectionmethod, we propose a novel privacy-preserving proxim-
ity detection method which is based on the transfer of neighbor
relation. The SNS discovers neighbor relationships among users by
computing users’ nearby reference lists (i.e., by checking whether
they have a common item). In addition, we also propose another
twomethods—BeaconNodeRotatingMechanismandBeaconNode
Competition Mechanism to determine the ways of transmitting
signals of mobile nodes. Specifically, in the Beacon Node Rotat-
ing Mechanism, each mobile node acts as a beacon node and pe-
riodically sends out a beacon signal as a neighbor discovery ref-
erence to other nodes. However, in the Beacon Node Competition
Mechanism, each mobile node competes to become a beacon node
and transmits signal with a probability of P . The proximity de-
tection mechanism we have proposed without using the location
information of users, so it well improves the security of location
privacy.

In our future work, we plan to implement our methods in
broader scenarios. For example, the beacon nodes can transmit
signals basedon theBluetooth, RFID.Moreover,weplan to research
and design a more effective proximity detection mechanism,
which cannot only decline the energy loss as much as possible, but
also improve the rate of the signal coverage.
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(a) The rates of signal coverage of two mechanisms. (b) The rates of beacon node of two mechanisms.

Fig. 22. The compare results of two mechanisms.
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